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We study the statistical properties of the eigenvalues of non-Hermitian operators associated with the
dissipative complex systems. By considering the Gaussian ensembles of such operators, a hierarchical
relation between the correlators is obtained. Further, the eigenvalues are found to behave like particles
moving on a complex plane under two-body (inverse square) and three-body interactions and there seems
to underlie a deep connection and universality in the spectral behavior of different complex systems.
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The random non-Hermitian (NH) operators play a sig-
nificant role in the dynamics of a variety of complex
systems, e.g., dissipative quantum systems [1,2], chaotic
quantum scattering [3], neural network dynamics [4], sta-
tistical mechanics of flux lines in superconductors with
columnar disorder [5], classical diffusion in random media
[6], and biological growth problems [7]. A detailed knowl-
edge of the statistical properties of their eigenvalues and
eigenvectors therefore is very desirable. However, so far,
the information is available only for a few specific cases,
e.g., [1,2,8,9].

The complicated nature of the interactions (or a lack of
detailed information about them) in a system introduces
a degree of randomness in the matrix representation of
the associated operators. The indeterminacy of the inter-
actions permits each matrix element to be described only
by a distribution of possible values, resulting in a random
matrix. However, the choice of a suitable random matrix
model for an operator of a complex system is very sensi-
tive to the nature of its complexity. The statistical spectral
analysis of different complex systems requires, therefore,
a thorough probing of a wide range of random matrix
ensembles which is not an easy task. It is highly desirable,
if possible, to find a common mathematical formulation
for various systems where the information about the
system enters through a parameter. The possibility of such
a formulation has already been shown for the Hermitian
operators [10]. This encourages us to seek the same
for non-Hermitian operators also. We explore the non-
Hermitian random matrix ensembles (NHRE) with a
Gaussian distribution and obtain the formulation using
exact analytical methods. This is achieved by showing
that the eigenvalue distributions of various NHREs appear
as nonequilibrium stages of a Brownian-type diffusion
process. Here the eigenvalues evolve with respect to a pa-
rameter related to the complexity of the system associated
with the NHRE. The solution of the diffusion equation
for a given value of the parameter gives, therefore, the
distribution of the eigenvalues for the corresponding
system. By using the diffusion equation, we also obtain
the hierarchic relations among eigenvalue correlations.

The connection of various NHREs through a diffusion
process can further be used to reveal a very interesting fea-
0031-9007�01�87(19)�194102(4)$15.00
ture about their eigenvalue dynamics in the following way.
A suitable transformation can reduce the diffusion equa-
tion to the Schrödinger equation of a classically integrable
Hamiltonian, thereby mapping the eigenvalue distribu-
tion of a general NHRE to a nonstationary state of the
Hamiltonian. The latter, a variant of the Calogero-
Sutherland (CS) Hamiltonian in two dimensions, is a
generator of the dynamics of N particles interacting via
long-range two-body and three-body interactions and
confined by a harmonic oscillator potential [11,12]. The
information about the spectral correlators of a given
NH system can therefore be obtained from the particle
correlations of the CS system. As is well known, the CS
Hamiltonian is an integrable system with particles evolv-
ing in an ordered way with respect to time; this indicates a
strong correlation between various particle states at differ-
ent times. Our mapping thus implies that the eigenvalues
evolve in a highly ordered, correlated way as the degree
or the nature of the complexity changes. This would also
indicate a strong correlation between the statistical nature
of the eigenvalues of different complex systems. Note
that another study has already indicated the universality
in the eigenvalue statistics of the operators in the regime
of weak non-Hermiticity [13].

We consider an ensemble of N 3 N non-Hermitian
matrices H defined by a Gaussian measure r̃�H, y, x�,
where r̃ ~ exp�2

Pb
s�1

P
k,l �ykl;sH2

kl;s 1 xkl;sHkl;s 3

Hlk;s�� � Cr�H, y,x� with C as the normalization con-
stant, and y and x as sets of the variances and covariances
of various matrix elements. Here the subscript s on a
variable refers to one of its components, i.e., real (s � 1)
or imaginary (s � 2) part, with b as the total number of
the components. The above choice of r is made so as to
include a large class of NHRE.

A non-Hermitian matrix can be diagonalized by a trans-
formation of the type L � UHV with L as the matrix of
eigenvalues lj, andU and V as the left and right eigenvec-
tor matrices, respectively. Let us first consider the case of
an ensemble of non-Hermitian complex matrices (b � 2).
Here the eigenvalues lj �

P2
r�1�i�r21ljr , in general (r

referring to the components of the eigenvalues), are dis-
tributed over an area in the complex plane. Let P̃�z, y, x�
be the probability of finding eigenvalues li of H between
© 2001 The American Physical Society 194102-1
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zi and zi 1 dzi for given sets y and x,

P̃�z,y, x� � C
Z
f�z, z��r�H, y,x�dH (1)

with z � �zi� and f�z, z�� �
QN
i�1 d�zi 2 li�d�z�

i 2

l
�
i �.
The degree of difficulty associated with solving the

integral Eq. (1) motivates us to seek another route. We
attempt to obtain an evolution equation, in a well-known
form, for P � P̃�C due to changing distribution pa-
rameters. (The prior familiarity with the equation can
then be used to obtain the information about its solution
P). For this purpose, we consider a combination of the
parametric derivatives of P, namely, the sum S, S �Pb
s�1

P
k,l�Akl;s

≠P
≠ylk;s 1 Bkl;s

≠P
≠xkl;s � and express it in terms

of the eigenvalue derivatives of P. Here Akl;s � ykl;s�g 1
2�21�sxlk;s� and Bkl;s � �gxkl;s 1 �21�sxkl;sxlk;s 1

�21�sykl;sylk;s� (with g as an arbitrary parameter and, as
shown later, its arbitrary value gives the freedom to choose
the end of the evolution). This would require a knowledge
of the rates of change of the eigenvalues as well as the
eigenvectors due to a small change in the matrix element
Hkl , given as follows:

≠ln

≠Hkl;s
� is21UnkVln ;

X
k,l;s

≠ln

≠Hkl;s
Hkl;s � ln ,

X
k,l;s

�21�s21 ≠ln

≠Hkl;s

≠lm

≠Hlk;s
� bdmn ,

X
k,l;s

�21�s21 ≠2ln

≠Hkl;sHlk;s
�

X
m

2b

ln 2 lm
,

≠Unr
≠Hkl;s

�
X
mfin

Unk
ln 2 lm

≠lm

≠Hrl;s
,

≠Vrn
≠Hkl;s

�
X
mfin

Vln
ln 2 lm

≠lm

≠Hkr;s
.

(2)

The parametric dependence of P in sum S enters only
through r and, as ≠r

≠ykl;s � 2H2
kl;sr, ≠r

≠xkl;s � 2Hkl;s 3

Hlk;sr, and ≠r

≠Hkl;s � 22�ykl;sHkl;s 1 xkl;sHlk;s� with
≠f

≠Hkl;s � 22
P
r

≠lnr
≠Hkl;s

≠f
≠znr , the sum S can be rewritten as

S �
bX
s�1

X
k,l

�g 1 �21�sxkl;s�Ikl;s 1 G 2 C1P , (3)

where Ikl;s �
P
r,n

≠

≠znr

R
f

≠lnr
≠Hkl;s Hkl;sr dH, G �

P
k,l;s3

�21�s�ykl;sylk;s
≠P

≠xkl;s 1 xkl;sylk;s
≠P

≠ylk;s �, and C1 � �1�2� 3P
k,l;s�g 1 �21�sxkl;s�. Further, by using Eqs. (2),

one can show that
P
k,l;s Ikl;s �

P
n,r

≠

≠znr �znrP� andP
k,l;s�21�sxkl;sIkl;s �

≠2P
≠z2
nr

2 2 ≠

≠znr �
≠ ln jD�z�j

≠znr P� 2 G; here

DN�z� �
QN
j,k�zj 2 zk�. A substitution of these

equalities in Eq. (3), followed by a comparison of the
so-obtained form of S with its original definition, gives
194102-2
now a relation between the parametric and eigenvalue
derivatives of P,

bX
s�1

X
k,l

∑
Akl;s

≠P

≠ylk;s
1 Bkl;s

≠P

≠xkl;s

∏
1 C1P

�
2X
r�1

NX
n�1

≠

≠znr

∑
≠

≠znr
2 b

≠ ln jDN �z�j
≠znr

1 gznr

∏
P .

(4)

However, it is possible to define a parameter Y , a func-
tion of all ykl;s and xkl;s, such that the sum on the left-hand
side of the above equation can be reduced to a derivative of
P with respect to a single parameter Y , with P�z, y, x� �
P�z,Y�. Obviously, Y should satisfy the condition that

bX
s�1

X
k,l

∑
Akl;s

≠P

≠ylk;s
1 Bkl;s

≠P

≠xkl;s

∏
�

≠P

≠Y
. (5)

As ≠P
≠r �

≠P
≠Y

≠Y
≠r , r taken from sets y or x, the above con-

dition can be rewritten as
Pb
s�1

P
k,l�Akl;s

≠Y
≠ylk;s 1 Bkl;s 3

≠Y
≠xkl;s � � 1. The form of Y , fulfilling the condition, can
therefore be obtained by solving the following equations
[10] (for all k l, and s values): dykl;s

Akl;s �
dxkl;s
Bkl;s �

dY
1 .

The solution Y turns out to be Y � �1�bN2�
P
k,l;s3

F�ykl;s� 1 Y0 with Y0 given by the initial conditions.
Here F�ykl;s� � �21�s

R
dykl;s�ykl;s

p
W �21 � 2 ln�2 3

�g2 1 2�21�sc̃kl;sykl;s 1 g
p
W ��ykl;s� with W � g2 1

4ykl;s�ckl;sykl;s 1 �21�sc̃kl;s� and constants ckl;s and
c̃kl;s given by relations ylk;s � ckl;sykl;s and x2

kl;s 1

�21�sgxkl;s 2 ckl;sy
2
kl;s 2 �21�sc̃kl;sykl;s � 0. Further,

since all ykl;s and xkl;s are indicators of the complexity of
the system, Y can be termed as the complexity parameter.

Now, by defining P1 � C2P with C2 � e
R
C1 dY , Eq. (4)

can be rewritten as the equation governing the evolution
of eigenvalues in terms of the parameter Y ,

≠P1

≠Y
�

2X
r�1

NX
n�1

≠

≠znr

∑
≠

≠znr
2 b

≠ ln jDN �z�j
≠znr

1 gznr

#

3 P1 , (6)

where b � 2 and P1 is related to the normalized distri-
bution by P̃ � CP1�C2. Note the analogy of the above
equation to that of the Hermitian case [10] but the evolu-
tion is now occurring on a complex plane.

The steady state of Eq. (6), Ps � jQN j2 �
Q
j,k 3

jDN �z�j2e2g�2
P

k
jzk j2 , corresponds to ≠P

≠Y ! 0 and
Y ! ` which is possible when almost all F�ykl;s� ! `

or, equivalently, c̃2
kl;s � g2ckl;s. The latter gives the

condition on ykl;s and xkl;s for a steady state to occur.
A choice of almost all ykl;s ! N��1 2 t2� and xkl;s !
�21�s21Nt��1 2 t2� with g � 1 fulfills the condition
for t ! 0, 61 and can therefore lead to three different
types of steady states, namely, Ginibre (t � 0), Gaussian
unitary ensemble (GUE) (t � 1), and the ensemble of
complex symmetric matrices (GASE, t � 21). Here
the distribution Ps represents all three cases and, in each
case, agrees well with the already known distributions for
194102-2
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Ginibre (GBE) (zk as complex eigenvalues), GUE (zk as
real eigenvalues), and GASE (thus as eigenvalues in equal
and opposite pairs).

Equation (6) describes a transition from a given initial
ensemble (with Y � Y0) to either GBE, GUE, or GASE
with Y 2 Y0 as the transition parameter. The nonequi-
librium states of these transitions, given by nonzero
finite values of Y 2 Y0, are various ensembles of the
complex matrices corresponding to varying values of ykl’s
and xkl’s, thus modeling different complex systems. Note
that Eq. (6) for P1 � P1�m,Y jm0,Y0� has been obtained
for arbitrary initial conditions, say, P1�m0,Y0�; the dis-
tribution P1�m,Y� �

R
P1�m,Y jm0,Y0�P1�m0, Y0�dm0

of a given NHRE can therefore be found by solving
Eq. (6) by using a convenient initial ensemble. Just as
in the Hermitian case, the “convenience” depends on
mathematical tractability of the integrals as well as on
involved physics [10].

The case of non-Hermitian real matrices (b � 1) can
similarly be treated. Here eigenvalues are either real or
form complex conjugate pairs, and therefore, if Un is an
eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue ln, its com-
plex conjugate U�

n will correspond to the eigenvalue l�
n.

Consider the case with L real and M complex conjugate
pairs of the eigenvalues with N � L 1 2M. The rates
of change of the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors are
still given by Eqs. (2) with Hkl;1 � Hkl. The distribu-
tion P in this case can be described by P �

R QN
j�1 3

f�z, z��g�z, z��r�H�dH with f�z, z�� �
QL
j�1 d�zj 2

lj�d�zj 2 l
�
j�, g�z, z�� �

QL1M
j�L11 d�zj 2 lj�d�z�

j 2

lj1M�d�zj1M 2 l
�
j �d�z�

j1M 2 l
�
j1M �. (As is obvious,

here the first L eigenvalues are real and rest of them
are complex conjugate pairs.) Proceeding similarly as
for the complex case, by using Eqs. (2) and equalities
≠fg
≠Hkl � 2

PL12M
n�1

≠fg
≠zn

≠ln
≠Hkl ,

≠2fg
≠HklHlk � 24

PL12M
n�1

≠

≠zn 3

�≠fg
≠zn 1

P
mfin

fg
ln�m2ln

�, one obtains

≠P1

≠Y
�
L12MX
n�1

≠

≠zn

∑
≠

≠zn
2 b

≠ ln jD�z�j
≠zn

1 gzn

∏
P1 ,

(7)

where Y is still given by Eq. (5) with b � 1 (ykl;1 � ykl
and xkl;1 � xkl); Y �

1
N2

P
k,l F�ykl� with F�ykl� �R

dykl�ykl
p
W �21 � 2 ln�2�g2 2 2c̃klykl 1 g

p
W ��ykl�,

W � g2 1 4ykl�cklykl 2 c̃kl�, and ckl , c̃kl given by rela-
tions ylk � cklykl and x2

kl 2 gxkl 2 ckly
2
kl 1 c̃klykl � 0.

The steady state again occurs for Y ! ` where the cor-
responding solution of Eq. (7) is given by P1�Y ! `� �
Ps � jDN �z�j �

QN
i�1 e

2gz2
i erfc�zi 2 z�

i ��1�2. As before,
the limit Y ! ` can be obtained for ykl ! N��1 2 t2�,
xkl ! Nt��1 2 t2�, and g � 1 with t ! 0, 61; the
steady state is an ensemble of real matrices (t � 0), a
GOE (t � 1), and a Gaussian ensemble of real antisym-
metric matrices (t � 21). The distribution P�z; t �
0, 61� is in agreement with the results obtained in [14],
for the corresponding ensembles, by a different method.
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As in the Hermitian case [10,15], a direct integration of
Eq. (6) (over all zi , i � n 1 1 ! N) can be used to obtain
the nth order density correlator Rn�z1, . . . , zn ;Y�, defined
by Rn �

N!
�N2n�!

R
P�z,Y � d2zn11 . . .d2zN with d2zn �

dzn1dzn2. However, for real applications, it is important
to consider the limit N ! ` for fixed n. To take the limit
meaningfully for R1�z1�, a change of variable z1 ! e is
required, where z1 �

p
N e [as R1�z1� 	 O�N �] . An

integration of Eq. (6), followed by the change z1 ! e,
will give the evolution equation of R1�e�:

≠R1

≠Y
�

2X
r�1

≠

≠er

µ
ger 2 2P

Z
d2e0 R1�e0�

er 2 e0r
je 2 e0j2

∂
R1

(P as the principal part of the integral). Here the terms
containing second order cluster functions and the diffusion
term (see [15]) have been neglected, both being O�N �
(or more) smaller than other terms. For n . 1, the
correlators should be unfolded before taking the limit
N ! `: Rn�z1, . . . , zn; L� � limN ! `

Rn�z1,..,zn ;Y�
R1�z1;Y�...R1�zn ;Y�

with z �
Rz R

1�2
1 �z;Y� dz and L � �Y 2 Y0�R1. Again,

first, Eq. (6) is integrated to get the hierarchic relations
among Rn�z� and, second the limit N ! ` is applied after
replacing Rn�z� by Rn�z �. This gives

≠Rn
≠L

�
bX
r�1

nX
j�1

≠

≠zjr

∑
≠

≠zjr
jDnj

b Rn
jDnjb

2 bI�zj�
∏

(8)

with I�zj� �
R`

2` d
2zn11Rn11≠ lnjzj 2 zn11j�≠zjr and

b � 2 (for simplification, g is chosen to be unity). Here
the rescaling of parameter Y was required to see the
smooth transition in Rn [the evolution in Rn�z � takes
place for finite values of YR1]. Equation (8) is obtained
by neglecting the linear drift of the eigenvalues which is
dominated, by a factor R1, by their diffusion and mutual
repulsion. In fact, the linear restoring force, responsible
for the global behavior of the density of levels, is entirely
negligible on scales at which local fluctuations occur. On
the other hand, the diffusion is ineffective on the global
scale (see the equation for R1). As discussed above,
the transition for Rn occurs on the scales determined by
Y 	 R21

1 , while, for R1, the corresponding scale is given
by Y 	 NR21

1 . This indicates a clear separation of the
scales of the global and local behavior of the density.
The hierarchical equation of correlations for the real
asymmetric case can be obtained by integrating Eq. (7)
which will again lead to a relation similar to Eq. (8) but
now b � 1. Further, for all those zj which correspond
to real eigenvalues, the

P
r is to be dropped, with zjr

replaced by zj.
An alternative route to obtain correlations is by ex-

ploiting the connection of Eq. (6) [and Eq. (7)] to the CS
Hamiltonian. This can be shown by using the transforma-
tion C � P�jQN jb�2 in Eq. (6) [and Eq. (7)] and reducing
it in a form ≠C

≠Y � ĤC where the “Hamiltonian” Ĥ turns
out to be a variant of the CS Hamiltonian in two dimensions
194102-3
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(for simplification take g � 1):

Ĥ �
X
i

≠2

≠r2
i

2 g
X
i,j;i,j

1

r2
ij

2 G
X

i,j,k;i,j,i,jfik

rki .rkj
r2
kir

2
kj

2
X
i

r2
i

with ri � zi, rki � zk 2 zi, and rki � jrki j. Here G � g
(with g � 1�2 for a NHRE case with all real eigenvalues
and g � 2 for the complex NHRE) and, unlike the com-
plex Hermitian case (G � 0, g � 1), the inverse square
term does not drop out for the complex non-Hermitian
case. Further, here the particles are bosons (as g � G)
instead of fermions (the Hermitian case). As Y ! `,
the particles are in their ground state c0 �

QN
j,k jri 2

rjje
21�2

P
k
jrk j2 with a distribution c

2
0 ; note c0 gives the

correct form for P�Y ! `�. The bosonic radial eigenstates
and the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian Ĥ for the case g �

G are well known: cn �
QN
j,k jri 2 rjjLe

21�2
P

k
jrk j2Ln

with Ln as Laguerre’s polynomial and energy En � �4n 1

N�N 2 1�L 1 2N��2, L �
p
G�2 [12]. The “state” c or

P�m,Y jm0,Y0� can then formally be expressed as a sum
over the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions which, on integra-
tion over the initial state P�m0,Y0�, would lead to the joint
probability distribution P�m,Y � and thereby static (at a
single parameter value) density correlations Rn. The above
correspondence can also be used to map the multiparamet-
ric correlations of levels to multitime correlations of the
particle positions [10]. Although the explicit calculations
of correlations involves technical handling of various inte-
grals and is still an unfinished task, nonetheless our study
reveals an important connection. The level correlations of
different complex systems need not be studied separately;
a thorough probing of the particle correlations of CS-type
Hamiltonians will give all the required information. Since
the CS system is integrable in nature, the semiclassical
techniques can also be very successful for the probing.

The reasons for the correspondence between the
Gaussian NHRE and CS Hamiltonian are worth attention.
Note that the analogy with a harmonic oscillator-type
confining potential in the CS system results from the
Gaussian nature of the ensemble. The correspondence
with a 1�r2 term comes from the mutual repulsion be-
tween eigenvalues. The mathematical origin of the latter
lies in the transformation from matrix space to eigenvalue-
eigenvector space which is the same for all the non-
Hermitian ensembles (belonging to the same symmetry
class, irrespective of matrix element distribution). It should
be possible, therefore, to map the non-Gaussian NHRE
also to a variant of the CS Hamiltonian, although with a
different type of confining potential. For r�H� ~ e2f�H�,
the correspondence can be shown by following the similar
steps used for the Hermitian case [10]. Also note that the
short-range correlations of all the NHREs are dominated
194102-4
by the mutual repulsion, and therefore are expected to be
nearly similar within the same symmetry class.

In this paper, we have studied the statistical properties
of the eigenvalues of non-Hermitian systems. We find that
the distribution of the eigenvalues is governed by a dif-
fusion equation in which system dependence enters only
through the evolution parameter L ~ Y 2 Y0 related to
complexity of the system. The spectral correlators for a
given NHRE depend only on the associated L value. It is
possible that widely different systems with different val-
ues of the distribution parameters may share the same L

value. Such systems will thus have similar statistical fea-
tures. Furthermore, since the eigenvalue distribution for
each complex system appears as a general state of the CS
system, any two such states, for example, c�Y1� and c�Y2�,
being related by the “time” evolution operator U�Y2,Y1�,
the eigenvalue distributions of the complex systems corre-
sponding to Y1 and Y2 will also be connected. This would
also reflect in their physical properties based on spectral
fluctuations, e.g., conductance (assuming the existence of
ergodicity, that is, ensemble averages the same as spectral
averages).

The appearance of a CS Hamiltonian is not restricted
only to the spectral properties; it has been known also to
manifest itself in other properties of complex systems [16].
A detailed investigation of a CS Hamiltonian in arbitrary
dimension can therefore give a lot of useful information
about a variety of complex systems and is very desirable.
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